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HORIZONTAL MARTINGALES IN VECTOR BUNDLES

MARC ARNAUDON AND ANTON THALMAIER �Abstrat. Canonical prolongations of manifold-valued martingales to vector bun-
dles over a manifold are considered. Such prolongations require a lift of the connection
from the manifold to the corresponding bundle. Given a continuous semimartingaleX in M , if r is a connection onM (i.e. a covariant derivative onTM ) andr0
the lifted connection onE (i.e. a covariant derivative onTE), we consider semi-
martingalesJ in E, living aboveX and linked toX via dr0J = hJ(drX) wherehJ : TXM ! TJE is the horizontal lift;drX anddr0J denote the It̂o differentials
with respect to the given connection. Such semimartingalesJ inE will be called hori-
zontal semimartingales, resp. horizontal martingales in case whenX is ar-martingale.
There are numerous ways of liftingr tor0. We mainly deal with horizontal and com-
plete lifts. Horizontal lifts give rise to the notion of covariant Itô differentials. For
covariant It̂o differentials a commutation formula with ordinary covariant differentials
is established. As an application, covariant variations ofstochastic parallel transport
and their relation to Yang-Mills connections are investigated. On the other side, within
the framework of complete lifts of connections, the martingale property is preserved
under taking derivatives (or exterior derivatives) of families of martingales and is inher-
ited to diffusions on the exterior cotangent bundle with thede Rham-Hodge Laplacian
as generator. Moreover, in a natural way, derivatives of harmonic maps are harmonic
as well.
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1. Introdution and Notations
LetM be a differentiable manifold of dimensionm,endowed with a linear connectionr : �(TM)! �(T �M 
 TM); rVW � (rW )V;(1.1)

and let� : E !M be a vector bundle overM . Typically,E will be the tangent bundleTM , the cotangent bundleT �M , the exterior tangent bundlêTM , resp., cotangent
bundlê T �M , or more generally, some Dirac bundle overM . LetF0 be a vector space
isomorphic to the typical fiber ofE. We denote by� : L(F0; E)!M the vector bundle
of linear mapsF0 ! Ex, x 2 M . In other words,L(F0; E) = F �0 
 E whenF0 is
considered as the trivial bundle overM with fiberF0. LetL(M) = L(Rm ; TM).

In this article we shall deal with the following problem: Given ar-martingaleX
in M , we are interested in liftingX fromM to L(F0; E) in such a way that the lifted
processW aboveX (i.e.,� ÆW = X) yields a martingale taking values in the vector
bundleL(F0; E), and such that there is a one to one correspondenceZ 7!WZ between
the local martingales inF0 and the martingales inE which project ontoX . This clearly
requires a connection onE as an additional structure, i.e. a covariant derivative onTE,r : �(TE)! �(T �E 
 TE):(1.2)

The problem of lifting martingales and connections to vector bundles over a manifold
has already been studied in [16] where horizontal and complete lifts to vector bundles
were investigated. Extending our work in thecaseE = TM [2], we focus here on various
properties of horizontal and complete lifts, in particularin relation to the variation of
families of semimartingales. We differentiate martingales with respect to a parameter,
take exterior products, to obtain martingales for completelifts of connections. Finally we
relate our results to the theory of diffusion operators and stochastic flows, as developed
in [10].

Our original motivation comes from the following problem: For functionsf 2C1(M) on a Riemannian manifoldM it is well-known thatf is harmonic (i.e.,�f = 0
where� is the Laplace-Beltrami operator onM ) if and only if the compositionf ÆX
with Brownian motionsX on M provides real-valued local martingales. Instead of
functionsf , one may consider differential forms� 2 �(^T �M). We like to find a
connectionr onE = ^T �M in the sense of (1.2), such that a similar characterization
holds true:� is harmonic (i.e.,�� = 0 where� is the Hodge-de Rham operator on
forms) if and only if� ÆX is anE-valuedr-martingale for any Brownian motionX
onM . More generally, ifE is a Dirac bundle andD its Dirac operator, we investigate
connectionsr onE such thata 2 �(E) is harmonic (i.e.,�a := �D2a = 0) if and
only if all compositionsa ÆX with Brownian motionsX giver-martingales inE.

These characterizations do not determine the connection ina unique way, as long as
we consider only martingales which project to Brownian motions onM . As well-known,
the full class ofr-martingales determines the connection up to torsion.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall someresults concerning
complete lifts of connections to tangent and frame bundles.Theorem 2.1 ([16] Corol-
laire 8) gives a one to one correspondenceZ 7! �Z between the set of local martingales
in a tangent spaceTX0M and the set of martingales in the tangent bundleTM which
project onto a given martingaleX in the manifold; here� is not the usual parallel
transport but the geodesic transport alongX , see Eq. (2.1) below. Theorem 2.2 ([3]
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Corollary 3.14) guarantees that Itô stochastic differential equations between manifolds
differentiate like ordinary equations, if the tangent bundles are equipped with the com-
plete lifts of the connections in the manifolds. Corollary 2.3 ([3] Theorem 4.1 and [2]
Theorem 3.1) gives a commutation formula between antidevelopment and differenti-
ation with respect to a parameter, and an interpretation of martingales in the tangent
bundle as stochastic Jacobi fields, i.e. as derivatives of families of martingales living in
the manifold.

In Section 3 we continue to work on the tangent bundle ofM . The main result is
Theorem 3.1 which says that the commutation formula for antidevelopment and deriva-
tion (Corollary 2.3) still holds true if parallel transportis replaced by deformed parallel
transport (i.e. geodesic transport). Again the key step in the proof is Theorem 2.2.

In Section 4 we consider the situation where a connectionr onM and a covariant
derivativerE on the vector bundleE is given. It is well known that there is a canonical
induced connectionrh onE, called the horizontal lift ofr andrE . Here we give
characterizations of martingales, parallel transport andantidevelopment with respect
torh. In particular, a covariant Itô differential of anE-valued semimartingale is defined.
The main result is a commutation formula for the covariant Itô differential and the
covariant derivative with respect to a parameter (Theorem 4.5). Various applications
related to Yang-Mills connections, and in relation to parallel transport along rescaled
Brownian bridge are given. In particular, the covariant derivative of parallel transport
along a Brownian motion is shown to play the same role in the theory of Yang-Mills
connections, as the image of a Brownian motion under a harmonic map in the theory of
harmonic maps. Also we write a Taylor expansion up to order3 of the parallel transport
along a rescaled Brownian bridge, and prove that for Yang-Mills connections all the
drifts of the terms of the expansion vanish (Theorem 4.13).

Section 5 is devoted to the study of a class of connections onE which differ from a
horizontal lift by a bilinear map similar to the one we obtainwhen considering complete
lifts on TM . We describe again martingales, parallel transport, antidevelopment. This
extends Meyer’s results in [16] to connections with torsionon general vector bundles.
Note that for Le Jan-Watanabe connections, which are connections considered in most
of the examples given here, the torsion term cannot be suppressed. We discuss the
construction of dual connections in dual bundles and tensorproducts. WhenM is a
Riemannian manifold, a Laplacian onE associated with the considered connection is
defined, and a stochastic interpretation to the heat equation onE (Theorem 5.8 and
Corollary 5.9) is derived.

In Sections 6, 7 and 8 examples of connections constructed inSection 5 are given.
In Section 6 we consider the Levi-Civita connectionr[ to the natural pseudo-metric2dxirpi in the cotangent bundleT �M . It is not the dual connection to the complete lift
in TM , as discussed in Section 5. However we remark that whenM is a Riemannian
manifold equipped with the Levi-Civita connection, then the natural map(TM;r)!(T �M;r[) is affine.

In Section 7 we define connectionsr on the exterior bundleŝpTM and by duality
on^pT �M , which we call complete lifts ofr. They naturally extend the definitions
in tangent and cotangent bundles. WhenM is a Riemannian manifold, the trace of the
bilinear map added to the horizontal lift is the term arisingin Weitzenb̈ock’s formula.
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However we are interested in the more general context of Le Jan-Watanabe connectionsr (Definition 7.5) associated with diffusion processesX onM . The main result of
this section (Proposition 7.6) says that ifX is ar-martingale thenTX^p is ar-
martingale. This is in fact a consequence of a formula established in the proof of
Theorem 3.3.8 in [10], and can be seen as some kind of extension of the stochastic
Jacobi field representation of martingales in the tangent bundle. The principal argument
of our proof is Corollary C.5 in [10]. Besides the stochasticJacobi field representation,
the aim is to translate the geometric theory of diffusions onmanifolds as developed in
Elworthy-Le Jan-Li in [10] into the language of martingalesin manifolds.

In Section 8 we deal with complete lifts to Dirac bundles. Again the problem is
to find a bilinear map which gives the complete lift when addedto the horizontal lift,
and such that its trace is the Weitzenböck term. There is a natural candidate built from
the Clifford action, which in the particular case of the exterior bundle however does
not respect the graduation, so it does not generalize the complete lift of Section 7. If
the Clifford action is the difference of a creation and an annihilation operator, another
natural candidate differs from the complete lift in Section7 by an antisymmetric term,
so both connections yield the same class of martingales.

In Section 9 we prove that the derivative of anL-harmonic mapu between manifoldsM and(N;rN ) is a harmonic mapM ! T �M 
 TN if T �M 
 TN is endowed
with a complete liftr constructed along the lines of Section 5, under the condition that
there exists a Le Jan-Watanabe connectionrM onM induced from the second order
generatorL (Corollary 9.2). The condition is satisfied whenM is a Riemannian mani-
fold andrM its Levi-Civita connection. Under a slightly more restrictive assumption,
Corollary 9.2 could also be proved by means of the method of filtering out redundant
noise as in Elworthy-Le Jan-Li ([10]). Here we give a proof based on a geometric Itô
formula involving complete lifts of connections. Corollary 9.2 can be seen as a gener-
alization of the derivation property for geodesics; it illustrates in particular the interplay
between complete lifts and derivations.

In Section 10 we consider some kind of inverse problem to the one of Section 9.
Here we are given anL-harmonicp-form � whereL is a second order generator, we
know thath�;�i is a local martingale where� is a horizontal martingale as defined in
Section 5, and we want to prove thath�; TX^pi is a local martingale ifX is a diffusion
with generatorL. Proposition 10.1 says that this is true under some Le Jan-Watanabe
condition. Once more this is an illustration of the interaction between complete lifts and
derivations. Proposition 10.1 is due to Elworthy-Li-Le Jan([10] Theorem 2.4.2). We
give an alternative proof relying on Itô’s formula.

Throughout the paper we adopt the following conventions. Bya connection on a
manifoldM we mean a covariant derivative onTM as in Eq. (1.1). The manifoldM
may be a vector bundleE as well, then a connection onE will be a covariant derivative
onTE in the sense of Eq. (1.2). In many casesE, considered as vector bundle overM ,
may carry a connection rE : �(E)! �(T �M 
E):
We refer to this as a covariant derivative onE.

A covariant derivative onE gives rise to the splitting of the bundleTE into the sum
of a horizontal bundle and the vertical bundle. The covariant derivative of a smooth path



HORIZONTAL MARTINGALES IN VECTOR BUNDLES 5t 7! e(t) 2 E, denoted byrDe, will be v�1e ( _e vert) where _e vert is the vertical part of_e in this splitting, andve0 : E�(e0) ! Te0E is the vertical lift toe0 2 E. LetF0 be a
vector space isomorphic to the typical fiber ofE. Then a covariant derivativerE onE
naturally induces a covariant derivative onL(F0; E), again denoted byrE , and defined
by (rEW )(w) = rE (W (w)) wherew 2 F0 andW is a section ofL(F0; E).

If X is anM -valued continuous semimartingale and� is a section ofT �M , we
denote by

R0h�; ÆXi the Stratonovich integral of� alongX , and by
R0h�; drXi the Itô

integral. Recall thatX is ar-martingale if and only if, for every�as above,
R0h�; drXi

is a local martingale. In local coordinates, we haveh�; ÆXi = �i(X) dX i + 12 ��i�xj (X) d<X i; Xj>
and h�; drXi = �i(X)�dX i + 12�ijk(X) d<Xj ; Xk>�
where�ijk are the Christoffel symbols ofr. Given a covariant derivativerE onE, the
parallel transport inE alongX is theL(EX0 ; E)-valued semimartingale==E0;. satisfying==E0;0 = idEX0 and Æ==E0;t = h==E0;t(ÆXt)
wherehe : T�(e)M ! TeL(EX0 ; E), e 2 L(EX0 ; E) denotes the horizontal lift asso-
ciated torE . Note that==E0;t 2 L(EX0 ; EXt).

Let L be a second order generator onM , N be another manifold endowed with a
connectionrN . We say that a smooth mapu : (M;L) ! (N;rN ) is harmonic ifu(X) is arN -martingale for every diffusionX in M with generatorL.

2. Complete Lifts to Tangent Bundles
LetM be a manifold equipped with a connectionr. In this section we recall some

facts for the complete lift of connections to the tangent bundle ofM , the local charac-
teristics ofTM -valued semimartingales and the horizontalTM -valued martingales. In
particular we describe the links between complete lift and derivation. We refer to [19]
for the geometric objects.

For a smooth functionf onM , the one-formdf can be considered as a function onTM . This function is called the complete lift off and denoted byf . Every vector fieldA 2 �(TM) onM induces a vector fieldA 2 �(TTM)onTM which is characterized
by the propertyA(f) = (A(f)) and called the complete lift ofA. It is shown in [19]
that the formularAB = (rAB), whereA;B 2 �(TM), defines a connectionr
onTM , called the complete lift ofr.

Let w 2 TTM . There exists a smooth patht 7! u(t) 2 Tx(t)M , wherex(t) =�(u(t)), such thatw = _u(0). We say thatw is horizontal ifr _x(0)u = 0 (note that this
definition differs from the definition in [19] when the connection has torsion). Every
vector splits into a horizontal and a vertical part, and foru 2 TxM we denote byhu
(resp.vu) the horizontal (resp. vertical) liftTxM ! TuTM .

If X is anM -valued semimartingale, the deformed parallel translation alongX (also
called Dohrn-Guerra transport or geodesic transport in [16]), denoted by�0;t, is a linear
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mapTX0M ! TXtM such thatt 7! �0;t is a semimartingale and solution to the Itô
equation �0;0 = idTX0M ; dr�0;t = h�0;t(drXt)(2.1)

(herer is considered as a connection onL(TX0M;TM)).
TheTM -valued continuousr-martingales were first considered by Meyer in [16],

in the case wherer is torsion-free. He obtained the following characterization:

Theorem 2.1. Assume thatr is torsion-free. LetJ be aTM -valued semimartingale
with projectionX . ThenJ is ar-martingale if and only if

(i) X is ar-martingale, and
(ii) ��10;.J is aTX0M -valued local martingale.

Now we investigate the relations between complete lift and derivation. LetN be
another manifold equipped with a connection, also denotedr, and lete be a smooth
section ofT �M 
 TN overM � N (i.e., e(x; y) is a linear mapTxM ! TyN for(x; y) 2M �N ). The following result has been proved in [3]:

Theorem 2.2. LetX(a) be a family ofM -valued semimartingales which isC1 in a 2 I
with respect to the topology of semimartingales, whereI is some open interval inR,
and letY0(a) be a family ofN -valued random variables,C1 in a 2 I with respect to
the topology of convergence in probability.

Then the solutionY (a), starting atY0(a), todrY (a) = e(X(a); Y (a)) drX(a)
is C1 in a with respect to the topology of semimartingales, its derivative�Y (a) starts
from�Y0(a) and is solution todr�Y (a) = e0(�X(a); �Y (a)) dr�X(a)
wheree0 is determined by taking forX a family of smooth deterministic paths.

Note that in [3] the topology of semimartingales is defined onprocesses with random
lifetime.

Taking as a special case the antidevelopmentZ(a) = A (X(a)) of X(a),Z(a) = Z0 ==�10;s (a) drXs(a)
where==0;t(a) is the parallel transport alongX(a), the following corollary has been
obtained:

Corollary 2.3. (i) If a 7! X(a) isC1 in the topology of semimartingales, then�A (X(a)) = sMA (�X(a));(2.2)

whereA  is the antidevelopment with respect tor andsM : TTM ! TTM denotes
the canonical involution (see below before Theorem3.1 for the precise definition).

(ii) A semimartingaleJ with values inTM is ar-martingale if and only if it is of
the form�X(0) wherea 7! X(a) is a family ofr-martingales,C1 in the topology of
semimartingales.

Corollary 2.3 (ii) gives an interpretation ofr-martingales as stochastic Jacobi fields.
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3. Deformed Antidevelopment
In this section the manifoldM is assumed to be equipped with a torsion-free connec-

tionr. LetX be anM -valued semimartingale. Define the deformed antidevelopment
of X as theTX0M -valued semimartingaleAdef(X) := Z0��10;s drXs;
where�0;. is the deformed parallel translation alongX as defined in Section 2. Note
that by [12] Lemma (8.24), the Itô integral can be replaced by a Stratonovich integral.
In this section we show that Eq. (2.2) remains true when antidevelopments are replaced
by deformed antidevelopments.

We first collect some notations. Letm be the dimension ofM .
As in [2], for a manifoldF , let sF : TTF ! TTF be the canonical isomorphism

described as follows: ifv = �a�tx(t; a) for some smooth map(t; a) 7! x(t; a) 2 F ,
thensF (v) = �t�ax(t; a). Denote byL(F ) the frame bundle overF .

A map {M : TL(M) ! L(TM) is given as follows: letW = _u(0) 2 TL(M) for
some smooth curvea 7! u(a) 2 L(M) andv = _b(0) 2 TRm = R2m for some smooth
curvea 7! b(a) 2 Rm , then {M (W )v = sM ((ub)_(0)) :
The map{GL(m;R) will be denoted by{m. Further let� ~� be the canonical projectionL(TM)! TM ,� ! (resp.!) the connection form associated withr (resp.r),� # 2 �(T �L(M)
Rm ) (resp.# 2 �(T �L(TM)
R2m ) the canonical1-form,� h (resp.h) the horizontal lift associated withr (resp.r),� G = GL(m;R) andP = L(M).
Theorem 3.1. LetI be an open subset ofRn , (X(a))a2I be aC1-family of continuous
semimartingales onM with infinite lifetime, and let�0;.(a) be the deformed parallel
translation alongX(a). Leta 7! U0(a) 2 PX0(a) beC1 in probability, and letUt(a) =�0;t(a) Æ U0(a).

(i) Thena 7! �0;.(a) isC1 in the topology of semimartingales, and�0;t(a) := �{MTUt(a)� Æ �{MTU0(a)��1
is the deformed parallel translation alongTX(a) with respect tor.

(ii) If Z(a) = Adef(X(a)) is the deformed antidevelopmentofX(a), thena 7! Z(a)
is C1 in the topology of semimartingales, and forv 2 TI , denoting byA def(TX(v))
the deformed antidevelopment ofTX(v) with respect to the complete liftr ofr, we
get A def(TX(v)) = sMTAdef(X)(v):

(iii) LetJ = TX ; definerJ�0;. : TX0N ! TX:N by(rJ�0;.)u = v�1J ���0;.hJ0(u)�vert� ;
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andrJZ : TX0N ! TX0N by(rJZ)u = v�1J0 �(sTZ(u))vert� :
Then rJZ = ��10;.J � J0 � Z0��10;. (rJ�0;.) dZ:
Proof. We need the following relations which have been establishedin [2] Lemma 2.6:{�M! = T {m Æ sG Æ T! Æ sP ;(3.1) {�M# = T# Æ sP ;(3.2) {�1M h = T {M Æ sP Æ Th Æ sM :(3.3)

We are now ready to prove the theorem. For (i) and (ii), we may follow the proof of
Theorem 3.1 in [2]; the difference is that Stratonovich differentials are replaced by Itô
differentials, and the crucial result for differentiationwith respect to a parameter is now
Theorem 2.2.

(i) Let U  = {MTU . By Eq. (2.1), it is sufficient to show thatU  is aboveTX anddrU is horizontal or equivalently!(drU) = 0. To see the first point we write~� Æ U  = ~� Æ {M Æ TU = T (� Æ U) = TX:
For the second point, using the Jacobi field characterization (r-geodesics are infinites-
imal variations ofr-geodesics), it is first of all easy to check that{M sends geodesics
in TL(M) to geodesics inL(TM), if both manifolds are endowed with the complete
lift of the complete lift of the connection onM , which is denoted indifferently byr.
As a consequence, we havedrU = T {MdrTU:(3.4)

Since!(drU) = 0, we get by differentiation along with Theorem 2.2 (which formally
yieldsTdrU = sP Æ drTU )0 = T! Æ sP Æ (drTU);
and thus by Eqs. (3.4) and (3.1)!(drU) = !(T {MdrTU) = T {m Æ sG Æ T! Æ sP Æ (drTU) = 0:

(ii) With the canonical projection� : (L(TX0M;TM);r)! (M;r) being affine,
we get��drU(a) = drX(a). This givesZ #�drU(a)� = Z U(a)�1 ��drU(a) = Z U(a)�1 drX(a):
As a consequence,�Z(a) := R # �drU(a)� is the deformed antidevelopment ofX(a)
intoRm with initial frameU0(a). Since by definition of{MU0T �Z � {M (TU0)(T �Z) = sMT (U0 �Z);
it suffices to verify that (T �Z)v = �Z(v);
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where�Z(v) = R # �drU(v)�. But successively Theorem 2.2, (3.2) and (3.4) yieldT �# drU� = (T# Æ sP ) drTU = (# Æ T {M) drTU = #drU
which concludes the proof.

(iii) We know from [1] or Eq. (5.7) in Proposition 5.3 belowd(��10;.J) = ��10;. �v�1J �drJ�vert� :(3.5)

By Theorem 2.2 we have in local coordinates�(drX)i(drJ)i� = � �i� 0T�i� �i��� dZ�(dTZ)�� :(3.6)

On the other hand, (ii) yields drJ = �0;.d(sTZ):(3.7)

Splittingd(sTZ) into its horizontal and vertical part and then using the expression for�0;. on vertical vectors given in (3.6), we derive from (3.7)drJ = �0;. (hJ0(dZ) + vJ0(drJZ))= �0;.hJ0(dZ) + vJ�0;.drJZ:
The vertical part of the last equality givesv�1J �drJ�vert = rJ�0;. dZ +�0;. drJZ;
thus along with Eq. (3.5) we getdrJZ = d ���10;.J����10;. (rJ�0;.) dZ:
Integrating this equation finally givesrJZ = ��10;.J � J0 � Z0��10;. (rJ�0;.) dZ
which is the desired relation.

4. Horizontal Lifts to Vetor Bundles
LetM be a manifold equipped with a connectionr and let� : E !M be a vector

bundle overM equipped with a covariant derivativerE . We denote byR (resp.RE)
the curvature tensor with respect tor (resp.rE). The tangent bundleTE splits intoHE � V E whereV E is the vertical bundle andTe�jHeE is an isomorphism ontoT�(e)M for everye 2 E. Lethe = (Te�jHeE)�1 : T�(e)M ! HeE be the “horizontal
lift”, and letve be the vertical liftE�(e) ! VeE. Every sections 2 �(E) has a canonical
vertical lift sv 2 �(TE) defined bysve = ve(s�(e)), and every vector fieldX 2 �(TM)
a horizontal liftXh 2 �(TE) defined byXhe = he(X�(e)).

The following result is well-known ([11]):

Proposition 4.1. There exists a unique connectionrh onE, i.e., a covariant derivative
onTE, rh : �(TE)! �(T �E 
 TE);
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satisfying the following properties: for all sectionsr; s 2 �(E),X;Y 2 �(TM),rhrvsv = 0; rhrvY h = 0; rhXhsv = �rEXs�v ; rhXhY h = (rXY )h:(4.1)

Proof. The uniqueness is obvious: ift 7! x(t) 2M , t 7! r(t) 2 Ex(t), t 7! f`(t) 2 R,t 7! X`(t) 2 Tx(t)M , t 7! s`(t) 2 Ex(t), 1 � ` � r, are smooth paths defined onR,
thenrhD  rX̀=1 f`(t)X h̀(t)! = rX̀=1�f 0̀(t)hr(t)(X`(t)) + f`(t)hr(t)�(rDX`)(t)��
and rhD  rX̀=1 f`(t) sv̀(t)! = rX̀=1�f 0̀(t) vr(t)(s`(t)) + f`(t) vr(t)�(rED s`)(t)��:
For the existence, we have to verify that if for alltrX̀=1 f`(t)X`(t) = 0 and

rX̀=1 f`(t) s`(t) = 0;
then rX̀=1�f 0̀(0)hr(0)(X`(0)) + f`(0)hr(0)�(rDX`)(0)�� = 0(4.2)

and rX̀=1�f 0̀(0) vr(0)(s`(0)) + f`(0) vr(0)�(rED s`)(0)�� = 0:(4.3)

But the left hand side of (4.2) is equal tohr(0)�rD� rX̀=1 f`X`�(0)�;
and the left hand side of (4.3) is equal tovr(0)�rED� rX̀=1 f`s`�(0)�;
hence both terms vanish.

The connectionrh will be called the horizontal lift of(r;rE) toE, or simply the
horizontal lift ofr if there is a canonical way of deducingrE fromr.

Let S be aE-valued semimartingale. The parallel transport==h0;tV of a vectorV =Xh + rv alongSt with respect torh is given by==h0;tV = hSt �==0;tX�+ vSt �==E0;tr�(4.4)

where==0;t is parallel translation along�(St) w.r.t.r and==E0;t is parallel translation
along�(St) w.r.t.rE .

Similarly to [2], Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.4, we get
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Theorem 4.2. LetJ be a continuousE-valued semimartingale andX = � Æ J .

1) The antidevelopment ofJ with respect torh is given by the formulaA h(J) = hJ0 (A (X)) + vJ0 �==E0;.�1J � J0� :(4.5)

2) The semimartingaleJ is arh-martingale if and only if
(i) X = � Æ J is ar-martingale inM , and
(ii) (==E0;t)�1Jt is a local martingale inEX0 .

In the special caseE = TM we may compare the horizontal liftrh, as defined in
this section, with the complete liftr defined in Section 2. In explicit terms we get forV;W 2 TpTM , p 2 TM ,(r�rh)(V;W )= vp �R(p; ��V )��W +r��V T (p; ��W ) + T (v�1p V vert; ��W )�(4.6)

whereR : �(TM 
 TM) ! �(End(TM)), resp. T : �(TM 
 TM) ! �(TM),
is the curvature (resp. torsion) tensor to the connectionr onM andvp : T�(p)M !TpTM the vertical lift. Eq. (4.6)yields the following formula relating the It̂o differentials
for aTM -valued semimartingaleJ with projection�(J) = X :drJ = drhJ + 12vJ�R(J; dX)dX +rT (dX; J; dX) + T (DJ; dX)�(4.7)

whereDJ = ==0;. d �==�10;. J� = v�1J �(drhJ)vert� (see Eq. (4.8) below).

Remark 4.3. Covariant derivatives on vector bundles induce covariant derivatives on
tensor products and wedge products in a straightforward way: the parallel transport
obtained is the tensor product, respectively wedge productof the given transports. A
covariant derivative is also canonically induced on dual bundles: the associated parallel
transport is the dual of the inverse parallel transport in the vector bundle. All these
operations yield horizontal connections on tensor and wedge products of vector bundles
and on dual vector bundles.

In the remainder of this section we considerC1 families ofE-valued semimartingalesa 7! J(a). We want to find a commutation formula for covariant derivatives with respect
to a andt.

Letrhh be the horizontal lift onTE of the connectionrh onE. As we shall see,
the second part of Theorem 4.2 yields a simple characterization of TE-valuedrhh-
martingales.

First of all define : TE ! E by  (W ) = v�1w (W vert) for W 2 TwE, and
let �2 be the canonical projectionTE ! E. Then, by Theorem 4.2, aTE-valued
semimartingaleW is arhh-martingale if and only if

(i) �2(W ) is anE-valuedrh-martingale, and
(ii) (==h0;.)�1W is a local martingale.

From Eq. (4.4) we have(==h0;t)�1Wt = h�2(W0) �==�10;t (��Wt)�+ v�2(W0) �(==E0;t)�1( (Wt))� :
By Theorem 4.2, condition (i) above implies thatX = (� Æ �2)(W ) is ar-martingale;
hence again by Theorem 4.2 (used twice) conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to
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(i) �2(W ) is anE-valuedrh-martingale,
(ii) v  (W ) is anE-valuedrh-martingale, and
(ii) h ��(W ) is aTM -valuedrh-martingale,

whererh in item (ii) h is the horizontal lift ofr in TM . As a consequence, we
notice that the maps�2 : (TE;rhh) ! (E;rh),  : (TE;rhh) ! (E;rh) and�� : (TE;rhh) ! (TM;rh) are semi-affine, i.e. they are affine with respect to the
symmetrized connections.

If J is anE-valued semimartingale, we define the covariant (Itô) derivative ofJ byDJ :=  �drhJ�. Equivalently,DJ is characterized by the formuladrhJ = hJ(drX) + vJ (DJ):(4.8)

Note that Eq. (4.5) yields DJ = ==E0;. d�==E0;.�1J�:(4.9)

In local coordinates, writerE asd+A andr asd+ �. SinceÆ==E0;. = �A(ÆX; ==E0;.);
we have Æ �==E0;.��1 = �==E0;.��1A(ÆX; � );
and henced �==E0;.��1 = �==E0;.��1A(dX; � ) + 12 �==E0;.��1 dA (dX; dX; � )+ 12 �==E0;.��1A (dX;A(dX; � )) :
Thus by Eq. (4.9) we get the following general formula for(DJ)�:(DJ)� = dJ� +A�(dX; J) +A�(dX; dJ)+ 12�dA�(dX; dX; J) +A�(dX;A(dX; J))�:(4.10)

SubstitutingdX = drX � 12�(dX; dX) in the second term of the r.h.s. then gives(DJ)� = dJ� +A�(drX; J) +A�(dX; dJ)+ 12�dA�(dX; dX; J) +A�(dX;A(dX; J))�A� (�(dX; dX); J)�:(4.11)

Taking into account that(DJ)� � dJ��A�(dX; J) has finite variation, and replacingdJ byDJ �A(dX; J) in the third term on the right, Eq. (4.11) finally leads to(DJ)� = dJ� +A�(drX; J) +A�(dX;DJ) + 12(rA�)(dX; dX; J):(4.12)

Notation 4.4. If a 7! w(a) 2 E is aC1 path, we denote byraw its covariant deriv-
ative: raw =  (�aw) = Dwda where (W ) = v�1w (W vert) if W 2 TwE. Slightly
abusing the notation, we just writera0w for raja=a0w.

The following theorem describes how covariant derivativeswith respect toa andt
commute. We writerRE(v1; v2; v3) forrv1RE(v2; v3).
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Theorem 4.5. LetI be an open interval inR, and fora 2 I letJ(a)be a semimartingale
with values in the vector bundleE. Assume thata 7! J(a) is C1 in the topology of
semimartingales. LetX(a) = �(J(a)). ThenDraJ = raDJ +RE(drX; �aX)J+RE(dX; �aX)DJ � 12rRE(dX; �aX; dX)J � 12RE(D�aX; dX)J:
Remark 4.6. The Stratonovich version of this equation isDSraJ = raDSJ +RE(ÆX; �aX)J(4.13)

whereDSJ = ==E0;. Æ�==E0;.�1J�. In the particular situation whenJ is parallel transport
alongX , Eq. (4.13) is a consequence of formula (4.7.5) in [15]. One could prove
Theorem 4.5 with a Stratonovich to Itô conversion, but we prefer here to give a proof
entirely based on the commutation formula (4.14) below.

Proof. Let rh be the complete lift ofrh in TE. We shall prove that the wanted
formula is a consequence of the relationdrh�J = s��drhJ�(4.14)

given by Theorem 2.2 (when applied to Itô integrals as special cases of stochastic dif-
ferential equations) and of formuladrhh�J = drh�J� 12V�J �Rh (�J; dJ) dJ +rhT h (dJ; �J; dJ) + T h(Dh�J; dJ)�(4.15)

which is a consequence of (4.7). Here and in the sequel of the proof, � stands for�a,Rh (resp. T h) is the curvature (resp. torsion) tensor with respect torh, andV the
vertical lift from TE to TTE. A straightforward calculation using (4.1) shows that ifAi, 1 � i � 3 are vectors inTJTE satisfyingAi = hJ(vi) + vJ(Ai), thenRh(A1;A2)A3 = hJ�R(v1; v2)v3�+ vJ �RE(v1; v2)A3� ;(4.16) T h(A1;A2) = hJ�T (v1; v2)�+ vJ �RE(v1; v2)J�(4.17)

and rhT h(A1;A2;A3) = hJ�rT (v1; v2; v3)�+ vJ �rv1RE(v2; v3)J +RE(v2; v3)A1� :(4.18)

The relation betweendrhh�J andDraJ is obtained as follows: fromraJ =  (�J)
and the fact that is semi-affine we getdrhraJ =  �drhh�J which givesDraJ =  � �drhh�J�:(4.19)

One easily verifies that  Æ  � Æ V =  (4.20)
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which allows using Eqs. (4.8) (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18) to calculate the contribution
of the second part of the r.h.s. of (4.15) in the wanted formula. More precisely, this
contribution is seen to be�RE(�X; dX)DJ � 12rRE(dX; �X; dX)J � 12RE(D�X; dX)J;(4.21)

when taking into account for the last term in the right thatDh�J projects ontoD�X :Dh�J = ==h0;.d��==h0;.��1 �J�= ==h0;.d�hJ0==�10;. �X + vJ0 �==E0;.��1raJ�= ==h0;. �hJ0 d ==�10;. �X + vJ0d �==E0;.��1raJ�= hJ==0;. d ==�10;. �X + vJ==E0;. d �==E0;.��1raJ= hJD�X + vJDraJ:
Next we calculate Æ  ��drh�J�. Eqs. (4.14) and (4.8) yield Æ  ��drh�J� =  Æ  � Æ s ��hJ(drX)�+  Æ  � Æ s (�vJ (DJ)) :
We are left to verify that Æ  � Æ s ��hJ(drX)� = RE(drX; �X)J(4.22)

and  Æ  � Æ s (�vJ(DJ)) = raDJ(4.23)

which is easily performed in local coordinates. Summing up the right hand sides of
Eqs. (4.23), (4.22) together with (4.21) yields the claimedformula.

In the next four examples we illustrate all terms in the formula of Theorem 4.5.

Example 4.7. (Variation of parallel translation by a change of connection [5])
LetM be a Riemannian manifold endowed with the Levi-Civita connectionr. Assume
thata 7! rE(a) is aC1 family of covariant derivatives onE indexed bya 2 I whereI
is an open interval inR containing0. Letrh(a) be the horizontal lift of(r;rE(a));
letrE = rE(0) andrh = rh(0). Denote by�0rE the derivative ofa 7! rE(a) ata = 0. By definition,�0rE is a section ofT �M 
E� 
E. Now letX be a Brownian
motion onM andW (a)(w) be the parallel transport alongX (with respect torE(a))
of a vectorw 2 EX0 independent ofa. Finally denote byDa the Itô covariant derivative
with respect torE(a) and byD the Itô covariant derivative with respect torE . Recall
that in local coordinates, by Eq. (4.11), writingrE asd+A,(DW (a))� = dW�(a) +A�(drX;W (a)) + A�(dX; dW (a))+ 12�dA�(dX; dX;W (a)) +A�(dX;A(dX;W (a))) �A� (�(dX; dX);W (a))�:(4.24)

SinceW (a) is the parallel transport with respect torE(a), we haveDaW (a) = 0,
hence DW (a) = (D �Da)W (a):(4.25)
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For brevity, we writeW for W (0). Differentiating Eq. (4.24) with the help of (4.25)
yields�0(DW (a))� = ��0A�(drX;W )� �0A�(dX; dW ) + 12��d�0A�(dX; dX;W )� �0A�(dX;A(dX;W )) �A�(dX; �0A(dX;W )) + �0A� (�(dX; dX);W )�:(4.26)

ButDW = 0 implies thatdW� +A�(drX;W ) has finite variation, and in particular�0A�(dX; dW ) = ��0A�(dX;A(dX;W )):
Hence Eq. (4.26) gives�0(DW (a))� = ��0A�(drX;W ) + 12��d�0A�(dX; dX;W )+ �0A�(dX;A(dX;W ))�A�(dX; �0A(dX;W )) + �0A� (�(dX; dX);W )�:(4.27)

Now we replace�0A� by (�0rE)� to get the following intrinsic formula,wherer0DW
stands again forraja=0DW (a):r0DW = ��0rE(drX;W )� 12r�0rE(dX; dX;W ):(4.28)

SinceX is a Brownian motion, Eq. (4.28) can be written asr0DW = ��0rE(drX;W ) + 12d��0rE(W ) dt(4.29)

whered��0rE(W ) = � trr�0rE( � ; � ;W ). The other terms in the r.h.s. of the formula
in Theorem 4.5 vanish, henceDr0W = ��0rE(drX;W ) + 12d��0rE(W ) dt(4.30)

and sincer0W projects ontoX , by (4.8) it is arh-martingale if�0rE 2 Ker d�.
Eq. (4.30) along with (4.8) recovers the following equivalence ([5] Proposition 4.2):�0rE 2 Kerd� if and only if, for everyX andW as above,r0W is arh-martingale.

Example 4.8. (Variation of parallel transport induced by a perturbationof the Brownian
motion along the flow of a vector field [5]) HereM is a Riemannian manifold endowed
with the metricg and Levi-Civita connectionr, X is anM -valued Brownian motion,X(a) = �a(X) where(�a)a2I is the flow to a vector fieldA 2 �(TM) parameterized
by some open intervalI � R about0. The connectionrh is fixed and defined as
horizontal lift of(r;rE)whererE is a covariant derivative onE. Forw(a) 2 EX0(a),
letW (a)(w(a)) be the parallel transport ofw(a) alongt 7! Xt(a), i.e.,W0(a)(w(a)) = w(a); � (W (a)(w(a))) = X(a); DW (a)(w(a)) = 0:
Let J(a) = W (a)(w(a)) wherea 7! w(a) 2 EX0(a) is C1. For simplicity, we write
againr0J for raja=0J and�0X for �aja=0X . Theorem 4.5 applied ata = 0 givesDr0J = RE(drX; �0X)J � 12rRE(dX; �0X; dX)J � 12RE(D�0X; dX)J:(4.31)
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Now fromX(a) = �a(X)we get�aX(a) = AX(a) which in turn implies thatD�0X�rdrXA is of finite variation. In particular, sinceX is a Brownian motion,D�0X ^ dX = tr (r: A ^ �) (X) dt:
On the other hand, denoting by℄ the canonical isometrŷkT �M ! ^kTM induced
by the metric and by[ its inverse, a calculation shows that(dA[)℄ = � tr (r: A ^ �) :
Consequently, Eq. (4.31) transforms toDr0J = RE(drX;A(X))J + 12 ��d�RE(A(X))J + RE�(dA[)℄�J� dt(4.32)

where againd�RE(u) = � trrRE( � ; � ; u) for u 2 TM . Defining(raW (a))w(a) = ra�W (a)(w(a))� �W (a) (raw(a))
and taking into account thatDW (a) = 0, Eq. (4.32) yieldsDr0W = RE(drX;A(X))W + 12 ��d�RE(A(X))W +RE�(dA[)℄�W� dt:(4.33)

SinceraW projects ontoX ata = 0, it is arh-martingale if and only if�12d�RE(A) + 12RE�(dA[)℄� = 0:
Now assume thatA is of gradient type (dA[ = 0). Then we getDr0W = RE(drX;A(X))W � 12d�RE(A(X))W dt:(4.34)

Moreover Eq. (4.34) yields the following equivalence ([5] Theorem 4.4):rE is Yang-
Mills (d�RE = 0) if and only ifr0W is arh-martingale for everyW as above.

Example 4.9. (Covariant derivative of parallel transport and Yang-Mills connections)M is now a Riemannian manifold,r is the Levi-Civita connection associated with the
metric,E is endowed with a metric which is preserved byrE . SupposeX is anM -
valued BM onM with lifetime �; ==0;. is the parallel transport inTM alongX ; foru 2 TX0M , a 7! Xt(a; u) is the geodesic starting fromXt with speed

pt ==0;tu ata = 0, i.e.,Xt(a; u) = expXt(apt ==0;tu). Finally, letWt(a; u)( �) denote parallel
translation inE alongXt(a; u):� (Wt(a; u)) = Xt(a; u); DW (a; u) = 0; W0(a; u) = idEX0 :(4.35)

Note thatWt(a; u)( �) is an isometry under the assumptions above. In terms of the
covariant derivativer0W of W we consider the followingL(T �X0M 
 End(EX0))-
valued semimartingale:W�1r0W : TX0M �! End(EX0)u 7�!W�1r0W (u):
Recall thatr0 � raja=0, thus(W�1r0W )t(u) �W�1t (0; u)raja=0Wt(a; u) whereWt(0; u) = ==E0;t.
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Proposition 4.10. The semimartingaleW�1r0W has lifetime� and satisfies the Itô
equationd �W�1r0W �t =W�1t RE(drXt;pt ==0;t)Wt � 12W�1t d�RE(pt ==0;t)Wt dt:(4.36)

The Riemannian quadratic variationSvart ofW�1r0W is given bySvart = Z t0 2s kRE(Xs)k2 ds(4.37)

where the norm ofRE is the Euclidean norm inL(^2TM;EndE).
The covariant derivativerE is Yang-Mills if and only if, for everyW as above,W�1r0W is a local martingale.

Remark 4.11. 1) The factor2 in the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.37) disappears if one takes Euclidean
norm inL(
2TM;EndE) instead of Euclidean norm inL(^2TM;EndE).

2) The factor
pt in Xt(a; u) = expXt(apt ==0;tu) is introduced merely for scaling

reasons. For instance, in caseM = Rm the perturbation isXt(a; u) = Xt+apt u, and
the factor

pt ensures Brownian scaling of the perturbed process. Note that in Eq. (4.37)
our scaling convention leads to the additional multiplicative factors.
Proof of Proposition4.10. Let �(a; u) denote the lifetime ofX(a; u) which is also the
lifetime of W (a; u). Then� ^ �(a; u) converges almost surely to� asa tends to0.
This implies that(W�1r0W )(u) has lifetime� as well. To establish Eq. (4.36) we
computeDr0W by means of Theorem 4.5. The only difference to Example 4.8 isthat
nowD�0Xt( � ; u) = D(pt ==0;tu) = 12pt ==0;tu dt is a term of finite variation, with the

consequence thatRE(D�0X; dX)W vanishes. Thus we getDr0Wt = RE(drXt;pt ==0;t)Wt � 12d�RE(pt ==0;t)Wt dt:
To obtain Eq. (4.36) it is sufficient to invoke (4.9) which givesW�1Dr0W = d �W�1r0W � :
Eq. (4.37) follows from Eq. (4.36) along with the fact that==0;. andW are isometries
andX is a Brownian motion.

For the last assertion we may proceed as in the proof of [5] Theorem 4.4: ifrE
is Yang-Mills, then the drift in Eq. (4.36) disappears andW�1r0W is a local martin-
gale. Conversely, if for everyW as aboveW�1r0W is a local martingale, choosing a
Brownian motionX starting fromx 2M , we obtain almost surelyW�1t d�RE(pt ==0;t)Wt = 0 for all t < �.
Finally, dividing in the left by

pt and then lettingt tend to0, we getd�RE(x) = 0 as
wanted.
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Example 4.12. (Asymptotics of the parallel transport along a rescaled Brownian bridge)
LetM be a smoothm-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold with its Levi-Civita
connectionr and� : E ! M be a vector bundle overM endowed with a connec-
tionrE . Let x0 2 M , u 2 Tx0M , X(a) = X(a; u) satisfyX0(a) = expx0(au) and
for t 2 [0; 1[: drXt(a) = aA(Xt(a)) dBt + bt(a) dt(4.38)

whereB is an Rr -valued BM,A 2 �(Rr 
 TM) is such that for allx 2 M ,A(x)A(x)� = idTxM , andrA(x0) = 0. Note that such a choice forA is always
possible, locally with an orthonormal frame whose covariant derivative vanishes atx0,
and globally with the help of a partition of unity. Finally the drift bt in (4.38) is given
by bt(a) = Vt(a;Xt(a))(4.39)

where Vt(a; x) = a2 gradx log p(a2(1� t); x; x0)(4.40)

andp(t; x; �) is the density at timet of a BM when started atx at time0. The processX(a) is a rescaled Brownian bridge; more preciselyt 7! Xt=a2(a) is a Brownian motion
starting atexpx0(au) and conditioned to be atx0 at timea2.

In the sequel we keep the notation�0 for �aja=0 andr0 forraja=0. It is well known
that bt(0) = 0 and r0bt = � 11� t�0X:(4.41)

Differentiating (4.38) with respect toawith the help of Theorem 2.2, taking the covariant
derivative with Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) gives (sincer is torsion-free)D�aX = ar�aXA(X) dB +A(X) dB +rab dt� 12R (�aX; dX) dX:(4.42)

At a = 0, sinceX0(a) = expx0(au) we get�0X0 = u andD�0X = A(x0)dB � �0X1� t dt;(4.43)

hence�0X is a Brownian bridge in the Euclidean spaceTx0M , starting atu and ending
up at0 at time1. Note that in Eq. (4.43) the covariant differentialD�0X is equal tod�0X sinceX(0) � x0.

Differentiating Eq. (4.42) ata = 0 with the help of Theorem 4.5, sinceX(0) � x0,
yields Dr0�aX = 2r�0XA(x0) dB +r0rab dt:(4.44)

ButrA(x0) = 0, so Eq. (4.44) givesDr0�aX = r0rab dt:(4.45)

On the other hand,a 7! X0(a) = expx0(au) is a geodesic, sor0�aX0 = 0. In fact a
careful investigation ofb shows thatr0rabt � 0 and r0�aXt � 0:(4.46)
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This will be proved in a forthcoming paper, together with thefollowing theorem which
describes the asymptotics ina ata = 0 (up to order three) of the parallel transport inE
alongX(a; u).
Theorem 4.13.Let u 2 Tx0M andW (a) = W (a; u) be the parallel transport inE
alongX(a; u). Derivatives with respect toa are taken in the topology of semimartin-
gales. The following formulas hold:Wt(0) = idEx0 ;(4.47) r0Wt � 0;(4.48) r0raWt = Z t0 RE(A(x0)dBs; �0Xs);(4.49)

and hencer0raWt is a martingale,r0raraWt = 2 Z t0 rRE(�0Xs; A(x0) dBs; �0Xs)� d�RE �Z t0 �0Xs ds� :(4.50)

We have the following asymptotic expansion ata = 0E [W1(a) �0;a℄ = idEx0 �a312d�RE(u) + O(a4)(4.51)

where�0;a is the parallel transport inE along a 7! expx0(au). In particular, the
following three assertions are equivalent:

(i) d�RE vanishes atx0
(ii) for everyu 2 Tx0M ,r0raraW (a; u) is a martingale,
(iii) for everyu 2 Tx0M ,E �W1(a; u) �0;a � idEx0 � = O(a4):(4.52)

Remark 4.14. 1) Eq. (4.43) shows that formula (4.49) can be rewritten asr0raWt = Z t0 RE(Æ�0Xs; �0Xs)(4.53)

which is identical to formula (39) in [4].
Similarly, Eq. (4.50) rewrites as the Stratonovich integralr0raraWt = 2 Z t0 rRE(�0Xs; Æ�0Xs; �0Xs):(4.54)

2) In [18] and [6] the authors obtained a condition similar to(4.52), but in their result
the time is not fixed; it is the first exit time of a ball of radiusakuk. Here the full terms
of the asymptotic expansion ina are obtained, and the covariant derivativerE is not
required to be compatible with any metric. The proof is basedon successive applications
of Theorem 4.5 together with a careful investigation of the equations obtained. Finally
to derive Eq. (4.52) which involves time1 where the equations have a singularity, we
use a time-reversal argument and the symmetry of the law of a Brownian bridge.
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5. A General Class of Lifts to Vetor Bundles
LetE be a vector bundle equipped with a horizontal connectionrh. In this section

we investigate connectionsrS onE of the following type: forA;B 2 �(TE), J 2 E,
let rSAJB = rhAJB +S (AJ ; BJ )(5.1)

with S (AJ ; BJ) = vJ �R(��AJ ; ��BJ)J +T �v�1J (Avert); ��BJ��(5.2)

whereR is a smooth section ofT �M 
 T �M 
 End(E) overM andT a smooth
section ofE� 
 T �M 
E overE (and not overM ).

Examples of such connections are given trivially by the horizontal lift itself, and the
complete lift in the caseE = TM . In the latter case we haveR(X;Y )J = R(J;X)Y + (rXT )(J; Y ) and T (X;Y ) = T (X;Y )(5.3)

whereR andT denote the curvature and the torsion tensor ofr (hereT is considered
as section ofT �M 
 T �M 
 TM overM ). Other examples will be given in Sections
7 and 8.

Let us consider the three following properties for a connectionr0 onE:

(i) r0 �rh is vertical,
(ii) (r0 �rh)( � ; B) = 0 if B is vertical (which implies that the flat vector spaceEx

is affinely immersed in(E;r0) for eachx 2M ).
(iii) (r0 �rh)(hJ (X); hJ(Y )) is linear inJ for fixed vector fieldsX;Y 2 �(TM).

The following result is immediate:

Proposition 5.1. A connectionr0 onE is of the formrS as defined by(5.1)for someS as in(5.2), if and only ifr0 satisfies(i), (ii) and (iii) .

Note that connections similar torS but without torsion have already been studied
in [16].

LetrS be a connection defined by (5.1) and (5.2). An immediate consequence of
Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) is that the Itô differential of anE-valued semimartingaleJ satisfiesdrSJ = drhJ + 12vJ�R(dX; dX)J +T (DJ; dX)�(5.4)

whereX = �(J) andDJt = ==E0;t d�(==E0;t)�1Jt� = v�1J �(drhJ)vert�.
If X is anM -valued semimartingalewe define the deformedparallel translation alongX as the semimartingale�0;t with values in Hom(EX0 ; EXt), solution to�0;0 = idEX0 ; drS�0;t = h�0;t �drXt� :(5.5)

An equivalent definition to (5.5) is given by�0;0 = idEX0 ; �(�0;t) = Xt; D�0;t = �12R(dX; dX)�0;t:(5.6)

Note that the termT (D�0;t; dXt) vanishes sinceD�0;. is of finite variation. Also
recall that�0;. is defined via a linear equation and has consequently the samelifetime
asX .
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Definition 5.2. A process�0;. as defined by Eq. (5.5) is called a horizontalrS -
semimartingale (or arS -transport inE). It is called a horizontalrS -martingale
if it projects to ar-martingaleX onM .

As a generalization of Theorem 2.1, we get the following proposition. The second
part has been proved in [16] for torsion-free connections:

Proposition 5.3. LetJ be a continuous semimartingale with values inE and letX =�(J). ThendrSJt = hJt �drXt�+ vJt ��0;t �d ���10;t Jt��+ 12T (DJt; dXt)� :(5.7)

Consequently,J is arS -martingale if and only if

(i) X = �(J) is ar-martingale inM , and

(ii) ��10;.J + 12 Z0 ��10;sT (DJs; dXs) is a local martingale.

Proof. We only need to establish Eq. (5.7), the rest of the proof is animmediate conse-
quence of it. Setting�0;t = (==E0;t)�1�0;t we haved�0;t = �==E0;t��1D�0;t = �12 �==E0;t��1R(dX; dX)�0;t
which gives d��10;t = ���10;t d�0;t ��10;t = 12��10;t R(dX; dX) ==E0;t:
We get d ���10;t Jt� = d���10;t �==E0;t��1 Jt�= �d��10;t � �==E0;t��1 Jt + ��10;t d��==E0;t��1 Jt�= 12��10;t R(dXt; dXt)Jt + ��10;t d��==E0;t��1 Jt�= ��10;t �12R(dXt; dXt)Jt + v�1Jt ��drhJt�vert��= ��10;t ��12T (DJt; dXt) + v�1Jt ��drS Jt�vert�� :
As a consequence, sincedrhJ anddrSJ have the same horizontal parts, we get similarly
to Eq. (4.8)drSJt = hJt �drXt�+ vJt ��0;t �d ���10;t Jt��+ 12T (DJt; dXt)�
which is the wanted result.

Remark 5.4. In most of the considered examples the termT vanishes, then condition
(ii) in Proposition 5.3 simplifies. In some situations we confine ourselves by assumption
to connections onE with T = 0, in order to make operations on the lifts more natural,
but then (for connections with torsion) our set-up does no longer generalize the notion
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of complete lift in tangent spaces, as defined by Eq. (5.3). Inthese cases however, the
considered semimartingalesJ will satisfyDJ 
 dX = 0, which implies that we have
nevertheless a consistent generalization as long as one stays in this class of processes.

We continue the investigation ofrS by establishing formulas for the stochastic
parallel transport and the antidevelopment. IfJ is anE-valued semimartingale, letDSJt = v�1Jt �(ÆJ)vert� = ==E0;t Æ�(==E0;t)�1Jt� be the vertical part of its Stratonovich
differential, ==S0;t the parallel transport alongJ with respect torS , andA S (J)
(resp.A h(J)) the antidevelopment ofJ with respect torS (resp.rh).

Proposition 5.5. LetJ be anE-valued semimartingale.
(1) The parallel transport==S0;t alongJ is given as follows: Forw 2 TJ0E with

projectionu 2 TX0M , we have==S0;tw = ==h0;tw � vJt �==E0;t Z t0 (==E0;s)�1 �T (DSJs; ==0;su) +R(ÆXs; ==0;su)Js�� :(5.8)

(2) The antidevelopmentA S (J) of J satisfiesA S (J)t = A h(J)t+ vJ0 �Z t0 �Z s0 (==E0;r)�1 �T (DSJr; ==0;r �) +R(ÆXr; ==0;r �)Jr�� ÆA (X)s� :
Proof. (1) We may assume thatJ is a smooth deterministic path and replace Stratonovich
differentials by ordinary differentials. Letwt denote the r.h.s. of (5.8), and letut ===0;tu. SincerS andrh coincide on vertical vector fields, we haverSD ==h0;twvert = 0:
As a consequence, we getrSDwt= rSD �==h0;twhor� vJt �==E0;t Z t0 (==E0;s)�1 �T (rDJs; us) +R( _Xs; us)Js� ds�� :
But Eqs. (4.4), (5.1) and (5.2) yieldrSD ==h0;twhor = vJt �T (rDJt; ut) +R( _Xt; ut)Jt� ;
and from (4.4) and the fact thatrS andrh coincide on vertical vectors we getrSD vJt �==E0;t Z t0 (==E0;s)�1 �T (rDJs; us) +R( _Xs; us)Js� ds�= vJt �==E0;t ddt Z t0 (==E0;s)�1 �T (rDJs; us) +R( _Xs; us)Js� ds�= vJt �T (rDJt; ut) +R( _Xt; ut)Jt� :
ThusrSD wt = 0 which gives the result.
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(2) We first calculate the inverse parallel transport with respect torS . Lettingw0 = ==S0;tw, we have==h0;tw = w0 + vJt �==E0;t Z t0 (==E0;s)�1 �T (DSJs; ==0;su) +R(ÆX; ==0;su)Js�� :
Applying (==h0;t)�1 on both sides and using formula (4.4) yields withu0 = ��w0,(==S0;t)�1w0 = (==h0;t)�1w0+ vJ0 �Z t0 (==E0;s)�1 �T (DSJs; ==0;s==�10;t u0) +R(ÆXs; ==0;s==�10;t u0)Js�� :
Now from the formulasÆA h(J)t = (==h0;t)�1ÆJt and ÆA S (J)t = (==S0;t)�1ÆJt;
we getÆ �A S (J)t �A h(J)t�= �(==S0;t)�1 � (==h0;t)�1� ÆJt= vJ0 �Z t0 (==E0;s)�1 �T (DSJs; ==0;s==�10;t ��ÆJt) +R(ÆXs; ==0;s==�10;t ��ÆJt)Js��= vJ0 ��Z t0 (==E0;s)�1 �T (DSJs; ==0;s �) +R(ÆXs; ==0;s �)Js�� ÆA (X)t� :
The proof is achieved by integrating the last formula.

For the remainder of this section we consider connectionsrS with vanishingT and
construct lifts of connections on dual bundles and tensor bundles.

To a given sectionRE of T �M 
 T �M 
 EndE, we first define a sectionRE� ofT �M 
 T �M 
 EndE� by means of the formulahRE�(X;Y )�; Ji+ h�;RE(X;Y )Ji = 0; X; Y 2 TxM; J 2 Ex; � 2 E�x;(5.9)

thusRE�(X;Y ) = �(RE(X;Y ))�. Now assume that we have two vector bundlesE andF over the same baseM (for different base manifolds, sayM andN , first
extend everything canonically toM � N ). In addition, assume that sectionsRE ofT �M 
 T �M 
 EndE� andRF of T �M 
 T �M 
 EndF � are given. We define a
sectionRE
F of T �M 
 T �M 
 End(E 
 F ) by linearly extending the formulaRE
F (X;Y )(J1 
 J2) = (RE(X;Y )J1)
 J2 + J1 
 (RF (X;Y )J2);(5.10)

whereX;Y 2 TxM; J1 2 Ex; J2 2 Fx.
These formulas define connections onE�, resp.E 
F , for simplicity again denoted

byrS , called the dual of the connection onE, resp. the tensor product of the connections
onE andF . Finally, for anM -valued semimartingaleX , let �E , �E� , resp.�E
F ,
denote the deformed parallel translations alongX onE, E�, resp.E 
 F .

Proposition 5.6. (1) �E� = �(�E)�1�� (2) �E
F = �E 
�F .
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This result is similar to the results in [16] Sections 5 and 6,but the assumptions are
not the same and the proof is different.

Proof. (1) It is sufficient to prove thatD�(�E)�1�� = �12RE�(dX; dX)�(�E)�1��:(5.11)

But Remark 4.3 and formula (5.6) for the covariant derivative of�E giveD�(�E)�1�� = �==E0;.�1��d���==E0;.�1����1 �(�E)�1���= �==E0;.�1��d��==E0;.���(�E)�1���= �==E0;.�1��d �(�E)�1==E0;.��= 12�==E0;.�1�� �(�E)�1RE(dX; dX)==E0;.��= 12�==E0;.�1��(==E0;.)��RE(dX; dX)���(�E)�1��= �12RE�(dX; dX)�(�E)�1��
which is the desired relation.

(2) The result immediately follows from the relationD ��E 
�F � = D�E 
�F +�E 
D�F
which is established by means of Remark 4.3. There is no bracket since by Eq. (5.6),(==E0;.)�1�E is of finite variation.

If there is no danger of confusion, we denote the sectionsRE , RE� andRE
F
without differentiation by the same symbolR.

For a Riemannian manifoldM , letR = RE� be the section ofT �M 
 T �M 

End(E�) defined in (5.9). Setting trR = Pni=1R(ei; ei), where(ei)1�i�m is a local
section of the orthonormal frame bundle overM , we define theR-Laplacian as�R := + trR;(5.12)

where := tr
�rT�M
E� Æ rE�� is the horizontal Laplacian on forms.

Let �0;. denote therS -transport onE along a semimartingaleX . We continue to
assume thatT vanishes.

Proposition 5.7. Assume that(M;r) is a Riemannian manifold equipped with the Levi-
Civita connection and letX be anM -valued Brownian motion. For everye 2 EX0 , the
restriction of the generator of==E0;te (resp.�0;te) to sections ofE� is 12 (resp. 12�R).

Proof. The parallel translation==E0;t satisfies the equationdrh==E0;t = h==E0;t(drXt);
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which can be rewritten locally asdrh==E0;t = mXi=1 ehi �==E0;t� dBit
where(ei)1�i�m is a local section of the orthonormal frame bundle overM and the pro-
cessesBi are real-valued Brownian motions. The Stratonovich version of this equation
is Æ==E0;t = mXi=1 ehi �==E0;t� ÆBit � 12 mXi=1 rhehi ehi �==E0;t� dt
Hence==E0;t is seen to be a diffusion with generator12 nXi=1 �(ehi )2 �rhehi ehi � = 12 nXi=1 �(ehi )2 � (reiei)h� :
But if � is a section ofE�, u a section ofTM with horizontal liftuh, s a section ofE
with vertical lift sv, andr a section ofE, thenuh(�)(r) = hrE�u �; ri and sv(�)(r) = h�; si:(5.13)

The second equality in Eq. (5.13) is obvious. Let us explain the first equality: ift 7! r(t)
isC1 with r(0) = r0 2 Ex0 and _r(0) = uh(r0), thenuh(�)(r0) = ddt ���t=0�(r(t)) = 
rE�ux0�; r0�+ 
�(x0);rEux0 r� = 
rE�ux0�; r0�:
The first equation of (5.13) then gives the result for the generator of==E0;.e.

On the other hand, by Eqs. (5.5), (5.1) (5.2), and with the same calculation as before,�0;te has generator 12 nXi=1 �(ehi )2 � (reiei)h�� 12 (trR)v :
The second part of (5.13) withs = trR(r0) gives�

trR(r0)�v(�)(r) = 
�; trR(r0)� = �
trR�; r0�:
This combined with the same argument as before for the horizontal part gives the claim
for the generator of�0;te.

As a consequence, we have the following result.

Theorem 5.8. Let M be a Riemannian manifold with the Levi-Civita connectionr
and � : E ! M a vector bundle equipped with a covariant derivativerE . Leta : [0; T ℄�M ! E� be a smooth solution to the heat equationddta = 12 �Ra. Thena(T � t;Xt); 0 � t � T;
is arS -martingale inE� for any Brownian motionX onM .

In particular, a differential forma 2 �(E�) is harmonic (i.e.�Ra = 0) if and only
if a(X) is arS -martingale for any Brownian motionX in M .
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Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.7 which gives the generator of�0;.
and Proposition 5.6 which characterizesrS -transports inE�, together with Proposi-
tion 5.3 which characterizes martingales.

Identifying (E�)� with E and using again Proposition 5.6 gives immediately the
following result:

Corollary 5.9. Let M be a Riemannian manifold with the Levi-Civita connectionr
and � : E ! M a vector bundle equipped with a covariant derivativerE . Leta : [0; T ℄�M ! E be a smooth solution to the heat equationddta = 12 �Ra. Thena(T � t;Xt); 0 � t � T;
is arS -martingale inE for any Brownian motionX onM .

6. Complete Lifts to Cotangent Bundles
Let (M;r) be a manifold endowed with a torsion-free connectionr. On T �M

consider the induced dual covariant derivative, as in Remark 4.3. In this situation
Proposition 4.1 gives rise to a horizontal connectionrh� on T �M , i.e. a covariant
derivative onTT �M .

In [19] the authors introduce a connection onT �M which we denote here byr[ and
which they call the complete lift ofr: by definition it is the Levi-Civita connection for
the pseudo-Riemannian metricg[ onT �M given byds2 = 2dxi(dpi � pk�kjidxj)
where(xi; pi) are the local coordinates. This pseudo-Riemannian metricg[ is alterna-
tively described asg[(X; Y ) = �(rXY +rYX)v; X; Y 2 �(TM):
HereX, Y  2 �(TT �M) denote the complete lifts ofX , Y , andXv 2 C1(T �M),Xv(�) := �(X�(�)), the vertical lift ofX , see [19], chapt. VII for details.

Define the sectionR 2 �(T �M 
 T �M 
 End(TM)) by the formulaR(X;Y )J = R(J;X)Y; X; Y; J 2 TxM:(6.1)

Recall thatR is associated with the complete liftr of r in TM .
A calculation shows that for everyV;W 2 �(TT �M), p 2 T �M ,r[VpW = rh�VpW + vp �
p;R( �; ��Vp)��Wp��(6.2)

(see for instance [19], chapt. VIII; in [19], the authors definerh� by means of (6.2)
and prove then the relations in Proposition 4.1). Hencer[ is a connection of the typerS , as defined in Section 5, withS (A�; B�) = v� �(R(��A�; ��B�))� �� ; A;B 2 T�T �M:(6.3)r[ does not coincide with the adjoint ofr as in Section 5. Indeed, the adjoint ofr
isr(�S ) withS as in (6.3). The adjoint ofr will also be called the complete lift ofr in T �M , and denoted byr when there is no risk of confusion.

In the case where(M; g) is a Riemannian manifold andr the Levi-Civita connection
associated with the metricg, the complete liftr of r on TM is the Levi-Civita
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connection associated with the complete liftg on TM of g (see [19],g is in fact a
pseudo-metric). In this situation, it is easily proved thatthe map[ : (TM; g)! (T �M; g[); u 7! g(u; �)(6.4)

is an isometry.

Proposition 6.1. Letr be the Levi-Civita connection on a Riemannian manifoldM .
Then aTM -valued continuous semimartingaleJ is ar-martingale if and only if theT �M -valued processJ[ is ar[-martingale.

Proof. This is a consequence of the fact that[ is an isometry. One can also give a proof
based on symmetry relations satisfied by the curvature tensor. Let J be aTM -valued
semimartingale such thatX = �(J) is ar-martingale. Then by Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6),J is ar-martingale if and only if for everyu 2 TX0M
==�10;t Jt; u�+ 12 Z t0 
==�10;sR(Js; dXs)dXs; u�(6.5)

is a local martingale. But since==0;t is an isometry, (6.5) may also be written as�J[t ==0;t; u�+ 12 Z t0 
R(Js; dXs)dXs; ==0;su�;
and using the relationhR(A;B)C;Di = hR(D;C)B;Ai, this writes�J[t ==0;t; u�+ 12 Z t0 �J[; R(==0;su; dXs)dXs�:
Hence (6.5) is a local martingale for allu if and only ifJ[t ==0;t + 12 Z t0 �J[; R(==0;s; dXs)dXs�
is a local martingale, or if and only ifJ[ is ar[ martingale. This achieves the proof.

7. Complete Lifts to Exterior Bundles
In this section(M;r) is a manifold endowed with a connection possibly with torsionT . We denote bŷr the adjoint connection given byr�r̂ = T and byR̂ the associated

curvature tensor. LetE = ^pTM . OnE there is a covariant derivative inherited fromr, and hence, by Proposition 4.1, a covariant derivativerh on TE. Let us define a
sectionRE 2 �(T �M 
 T �M 
 EndE) as the linear extension ofRE(u;w)v1 ^ : : : ^ vp= pXk=1 v1 ^ : : : ^ (R(vk; u)w +ruT (vk; w)) ^ : : : ^ vp� X1�`<k�p(�1)k+`R̂(vk ; v`)u ^ w ^ v1 ^ : : : ^ bv` ^ : : : ^ bvk ^ : : : ^ vp
for u;w; v1; : : : ; vp 2 TxM . Note that in casep = 1 this formula coincides with theR
in (5.3). Also note that one has to verify that this definitionmakes sense, i.e. that the
right hand side vanishes whenvi = vj , i 6= j.
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Definition 7.1. The complete lift ofr toE, denoted byr, is the connectionrS onE associated withR = RE , as defined above, andT = 0.
The complete lift ofr to E�, again denoted byr, is the connectionrS onE�

associated withRE� = �(RE)�, also denoted byR, and withT = 0.

If r is torsion-free, then the above definition extends the definitions forp = 1 given
in Sections 2 and 6.

Lemma 7.2. Assumer is torsion-free. Ifu;w; v1; : : : ; vp 2 TxM and� 2 E�x, thenR(u;w)� 2 E�x satisfiesR(u;w)�(v1; : : : ; vp) = pXk=1R(vk; u)�(v1; : : : ; vk�1; w; vk+1; : : : ; vp):(7.1)

Note that (7.1) gives in the particular case� = �1 ^ : : : ^ �pR(u;w)�(v1; : : : ; vp) = � pXk;`=1�1^ : : : ^ �`�1 ^ h�`; R(vk; u) �i ^ �`+1 ^ : : :: : : ^ �p(v1; : : : ; vk�1; w; vk+1; : : : ; vp):
Proof. Since by definitionhR(u;w)�; (v1; : : : ; vp)i = �h�;R(u;w)(v1 ^ : : : ^ vp)i;
it is sufficient to prove thatR(u;w)v1 ^ : : : ^ vp = pXk=1R(vk; u) (v1 ^ : : : ^ w ^ : : : ^ vp) :(7.2)

But by developing the right hand side of (7.2), isolating theterms withR(vk; u)w and
putting together terms with the same pair of indices, we obtainpXk=1R(vk; u) (v1 ^ : : : ^ w ^ : : : ^ vp) = pXk=1 v1 ^ : : : ^ R(vk; u)w^ : : : ^ vp� X1�`<k�p(�1)`+k�R(vk; u)v` �R(v`; u)vk� ^ w ^ v1^ : : : ^ bv` ^ : : :: : : ^ bvk^ : : : ^ vp:
The result follows by using the Bianchi identityR(vk; u)v` �R(v`; u)vk = R(vk; v`)u:

As a consequence of Lemma 7.2 and [9] Proposition 8.7, we can state:

Corollary 7.3. Assume thatM is a Riemannian manifold equipped with its Levi-Civita
connection. LetE = ^TM andR be as in(7.1). Let� := �(d+d�)2 be the Laplacian
on�(E�), and let�R = + trR be theR-Laplacian on�(E�) defined in Section5.
Then � = �R:(7.3)
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Remark 7.4. Under the assumptions of Corollary 7.3 the following formula holds:R(u;w)v1 ^ : : : ^ vp= pXk=1 v1 ^ : : : ^R(vk ; u)w ^ : : : ^ vp� X1�`<k�p(�1)k+`R(vk; v`)u ^ w ^ v1 ^ : : : ^ bv` ^ : : : ^ bvk ^ : : : ^ vp:
The second term on the right says thatR is not a tensor product as defined in for-
mula (5.10). In other words, the tensor product of deformed parallel transports inTM
is not the deformed parallel transport associated with�. This has been pointed out
in [16] p. 196.

LetE = ^pTM . For everyx 2M , letX(x) be anM -valued semimartingale with
starting pointx. Assume thatX is differentiable with respect tox and denote byTX
the derivative ofX . We want to calculate the drift of the processTX^p with respect
to the connectionr, and to find sufficient conditions under which the fact thatX is ar-martingale implies thatTX^p is ar-martingale. We haveD(TX^p) : = ==E0;. d�(==E0;.)�1TX^p� = ==E0;. d �==�10;. TX�^p= pXk=1 TX1 ^ : : : ^DTXk ^ : : : ^ TXp+ X1�`<k�p TX1 ^ : : : ^DTX` ^ : : : ^DTXk ^ : : : ^ TXp:
Consider the particular case whenX solves an equation of the typedrX = A(X) dB + b(X) dt
whereB is anRr -valued Brownian motion,A 2 �(Rr 
 TM), b 2 �(TM). Differen-
tiating with the help of Theorem 2.2 yieldsdrTX = A(TX) dB + b(TX) dt
or with Eq. (5.3)drhTX = A(TX) dB + b(TX) dt� 12vTX�R(TX; dX)dX +rT (dX; TX; dX) + T (DTX; dX)�dt:
Projecting onto the vertical part givesDTX = r̂TXAdB + r̂TXb dt� 12�R(TX; dX)dX +rT (dX; TX; dX) + T (DTX; dX)�dt:(7.4)

Definition 7.5. We say that(A;r) satisfies the condition (LJW) ifImA is a subbundle
of TM and the restriction of the adjoint connectionr̂ to sections ofImA is the Le Jan-
Watanabe covariant derivative induced byA.
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Recall that the Le Jan-Watanabe covariant derivativerLJW on ImA is characterized
as follows (see [10]): ifZ 2 �(ImA), v0 2 Tx0M , thenrLJWv0 Z = A(x0)d (A�( �)Z( �)) (v0)
where the adjointA� is defined with respect to an induced metric onImA which makes
eachA�(x) an isometric embedding intoRr . The Le Jan-Watanabe covariant derivative
satisfies the property: ifx 2 M , e 2 (kerA(x))?, w 2 TxM , thenrLJWw A( �)e = 0
([10] Proposition 1.1.1).

Note that our notations are not the same as in [10]. Ourr is the adjoint of an
extension, as in their Proposition 1.3.1, of their�r. Hence our restriction of̂r to ImA
is their �r.

The most important example is given by gradient Brownian systems:M is a Rie-
mannian manifold isometrically immersed inRr ,A(x) the orthogonal projection ofRr
to TxM andrLJW the Levi-Civita connection ([10] Example 1B).

Note that givenA such thatImA is a subbundle ofTM , the existence ofr such that(A;r) satisfies (LJW) is guaranteed by [10] Proposition 1.3.1.
Assume that(A;r) satisfies (LJW). Letx 2 M . Choosing an orthonormal basis

of Rr which splits into an orthonormal basis ofkerA(x) and an orthonormal basis of(kerA(x))?, we see that tr̂rA(x) 
 A(x) = 0. But with the expression ofDTX in
Eq. (7.4) we getDTX 
 dX = tr r̂A(X)
A(X) dt; we conclude thatDTX 
 dX � 0:(7.5)

As a consequence, using the relationR(v; u)u+ (ruT )(v; u) = R̂(v; u)u; u; v 2 TxM;
and again Eq. (7.4), we getDTX = r̂TXA(X) dB + r̂TXb(X) dt� 12 mXi=1 R̂�TX;Ai(X)�Ai(X) dt;
and this givesD(TX^p) = pXk=1 TX1 ^ : : : ^ r̂TXkA(X) dB ^ : : : ^ TXp+ pXk=1 TX1 ^ : : : ^ r̂TXkb(X) dt ^ : : : ^ TXp+ pXk=1 TX1 ^ : : : ^ ��12 mXi=1 R̂�TXk; Ai(X)�Ai(X) dt� ^ : : : ^ TXp+ X1�`<k�p(�1)k+` mXi=1 r̂TXkAi(X) ^ r̂TX`Ai(X) ^ TX1 ^ : : :: : : ^dTX` ^ : : : ^dTXk ^ : : : ^ TXp dt:

The displayed equation in the next proposition already appears in the proof of Theo-
rem 3.3.8 in [10].
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Proposition 7.6. Assume that(A;r) satisfies(LJW). ThenD(TX^p) = pXk=1 TX1 ^ : : : ^ r̂TXkA(X) dB ^ : : : ^ TXp+ pXk=1 TX1 ^ : : : ^ r̂TXkb(X) dt ^ : : : ^ TXp� 12 mXi=1R(Ai(X); Ai(X))TX^p dt:
In particular, ifX is ar-martingale, thenTX^p is ar-martingale.

Proof. For the claimed equation, considering the formula just before Proposition 7.6
and the definition ofRE , it is sufficient to prove that for allx 2M , v1; v2 2 TxMmXj=1 R̂(v1; v2)Aj ^ Aj = 2 mXj=1 r̂v1Aj ^ r̂v2Aj ;(7.6)

which is a consequence of [10], Corollary C.5. IfX is ar-martingale, thenb � 0, and
we have by (5.4) and (4.8)drTX^p = drhTX^p + vTX^p �12R(dX; dX)TX^p�= hTX^p(drX) + vTX^p (D(TX^p)) + vTX^p �12R(dX; dX)TX^p�= hTX^p(drX) + pXk=1 TX1 ^ : : : ^ r̂TXkA(X) dB ^ : : : ^ TXp
which shows thatTX^p is ar-martingale.

8. Complete Lifts to Dira Bundles
Let D be the Dirac operator on the spinor bundleF over a spin manifoldM and�D2 = + R the Weitzenb̈ock decomposition of its square. We want to define a

natural connectionr onF , such that a section (“spinor field”)a 2 �(F ) is harmonic
(i.e.,a 2 kerD2) if and only if a(X) is ar-martingale for any Brownian motionX
in M .

More generally, we shall deal with the following context.

Definition 8.1. Let M be a Riemannian manifold with Levi-Civita connection and� : E !M a Riemannian vector bundle overM , endowed with a Riemannian connec-
tionrE : Xha; bi = hrEX a; bi+ ha;rEX bi; a; b 2 �(E); X 2 �(TM):
ThenE is said to be a Dirac bundle if it carries a “Clifford action” 2 ��Hom(TM 
E;E)�;(8.1)

written asv � a := (v 
 a) 2 �(E) for v 2 �(TM) anda 2 �(E), such that
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(i) hv � a; bi = �ha; v � bi,
(ii) hv � a; v � bi = kvk2 ha; bi,
(iii) rE(v � a) = (rTMv) � a+ v � (rEa)

for all v 2 �(TM) anda; b 2 �(E). The operatorD : �(E) rE�! �(T �M 
E) ��! �(TM 
E) �! �(E)(8.2)

is called Dirac operator ofE and� = �D2 its Laplacian.

Definition 8.1 is equivalent to the one in [13], p. 114. Note that if, for v 2 TxM , the
linear map(v 
 �) : Ex ! Ex is denoted by(v), then conditions (i) and (ii) amount
to saying(v)� = �(v) and(v)(w) + (w)(v) = �2hv; wi id.

For such generalized Laplacians� there is a Lichnerowicz-Weitzenböck decompo-
sition �a = a+Ra(8.3)

where in terms of the curvature tensorRx : TxM � TxM ! End(Ex):Rxa = �12Xi;j ei � ej � Rx(ei; ej)a(8.4)

for any orthonormal basis(e1; : : : ; en) of TxM (see [13], p. 155).

Example 8.2. (a) (the de Rham operator) The exterior bundleE = ^T �M of a Rie-
mannian manifold with Clifford actionv �a = v[^a�v[ a and Levi-Civita connection
is a Dirac bundle, where by definitionv[ = hv; �i. The associated Dirac operator isD = d+ d� and� = �D2 = �(dd� + d�d) is the de Rham-Hodge Laplacian onE.

(b) (the Dirac operator on a spin manifold) If M is an even-dimensional spin man-
ifold, its spinor bundleF with the Levi-Civita connection is a Dirac bundle. The asso-
ciated Dirac operatorD is referred to as the Dirac operator onM .

(c) (the Dirac operator of a twisted spinor bundle) The spinor bundleF is tensored
with an auxiliary Riemannian/hermitian vector bundle� overM to give a Dirac operator
of the formD : �(F 
 �) rF
���! �(T �M 
 F 
 �) ��! �(TM 
 F 
 �) 
1��! �(F 
 �):
Again the identification in the middle is given by the metric.

(d) (the�-operator on a Kähler manifold) e.g. [7], p. 135.

Given the situation of Definition 8.1, we now investigate connectionsr onTE such
thata(X) is ar-martingale fora 2 �(E) harmonic andX a Brownian motion onM .
Such connections will be possible candidates for the complete lift r of r.

First of all note that one may modify Definition 7.1 by means ofthe Weitzenb̈ock
term (8.4) as follows: Foru; v 2 TxM anda 2 Ex letR(u; v)a = �Xj v � ej �Rx(u; ej)a 2 Ex(8.5)

and define forY 2 �(TE),X 2 TaE, a 2 E,rXY = rhXY + va�R(��X; ��Y )a�:(8.6)
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This obviously gives a connectionr with the wanted properties which however does
not coincide with the connections on exterior bundles as defined in Section 7, when
the latter are considered as special instances of Clifford bundles. In addition, there is a
plenty of other connections satisfying the same conditions.

The particular case of exterior bundles already suggests that in case the Dirac bundleE inherits a natural graduation or filtration, the connectionshould respect this additional
structure.

Coming back to the case of the exterior bundleE = ^T �M of Example (8.2) (a), let(v) = Cv � Av whereCva = v[ ^ a, Ava = v[ a for v 2 TxM , a 2 Ex, and let
prp : E ! E denote the projection ontoEp := ^pT �M . Setting+(v)jEp = prp+1(v)jEp�(v)jEp = prp�1(v)jEp;
we get+(v) = Cv and�(v) = �Av. Moreover, it is straightforward to check that by
defining R0(u; v)a = �Xi �(v) +(ei)R(u; ei)a 2 Ex;(8.7)

we get R0(u; v) = R(u; v) +R(u; v)(8.8)

whereR is defined by Eq. (7.1). Taking into account the antisymmetryof the curvature
tensorR(u; v), we see that Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7) define a connectionr on the exterior
bundleE = ^T �M which coincides up to torsion with the one defined in Section 7. In
particular, both connections yield the same class of martingales.

9. Martingales in the Tangent Spae Related to Harmoni Maps
LetL = 12Pri=1A2i +A0 be a differential operator on a manifoldM with a connec-

tion. Assume that for everyx 2M , one can chooser and the vector fieldsA0; : : : ; Ar
in such a way that for alli � 1, eitherAi(x) = 0 or r̂Ai(x) = 0 (this is a local
property). Note this is possible for instance whenM is a Riemannian manifold,r is
the Levi-Civita connection andL = 12�+ b, or more generally, when(A;r) satisfies
(LJW) (just make a rotation, depending onx, of the orthonormal basis inRr ).

Let N be another manifold with a connection also denoted byr. For T > 0 letu : M � [0; T ℄ ! N be a smooth solution to the heat equation, i.e.u(t � . ; X.) is
anN -valuedr-martingale for every diffusionX onM with generatorL and everyt 2 ℄0; T ℄.

LetX(x) be a diffusion with generatorL, satisfyingX0(x) = x andÆX(x) = A(X(x)) ÆB +A0(X(x)) dt;
or in the It̂o form drX(x) = A(X(x)) dB + b(X(x)) dt(9.1)

with b = A0 + 12Pri=1rAiAi. HereB is a Brownian motion taking values inRr .
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Differentiating Eq. (9.1) along with Theorem 2.2 givesdrTX(v) = A(TX(v)) dB + b(TX(v)) dt(9.2)

for everyv 2 TM , whereTX is a diffusion with generatorL := 12 rXi=1(Ai )2 +A0:
(Note thatL depends on the particular choice forA, not just on the operatorL.)

LetTudenote the derivative ofuwith respect to the second,and�u the derivative with
respect to the first variable. We know by Corollary 2.3 thats 7! Tu(t� s;Xs)(TXs)
is ar-martingale inTN .

Let�M be aL(TxM;TM)-valued diffusion satisfying�M0 = idTxM anddr�M = Ah(�M ) dB + b(�M ) dt:(9.3)

By means of Eq. (4.7) and relation̂R(�M ; Ai)Ai = R(�M ; Ai)Ai+rT (Ai;�M ; Ai),
along with the fact thatD�M has finite variation, Eq. (9.3) can be rewritten asdrh�M = Ah(�M ) dB + b(�M ) dt� 12v�M  rXi=1 R̂(�M ; Ai)Ai! :
But since b = bh + (r̂: b) = Ah0 + 12 rXi=1 rhAhi Ahi + (r̂: b)
where(r̂: b)(w) = vw(r̂wb) for w 2 TM , we conclude that�M is a diffusion with
generator Lr := 12 rXi=1(Ahi )2 +Ah0 � 12 rXi=1 �R̂( �; Ai)Ai�+ (r̂: b):
Since Eq. (9.3) andb = bh + (r̂: b) implydr�M (v) = h�M (v)(drX) + v�M (v)�r̂�M (v)b� dt;
we see thatLr depends onL andr, but not on the particular choice forA. (Recall thatb is the first order part ofL with respect to the connectionr.)

Proposition 9.1. The processTu(t� . ; X)(�M ) is ar-martingale inTN .
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Proof. In the following calculation we will use the identityAh = A � (r̂A). The
geometric It̂o equation forTu(t� . ; X)(�M ) writesdrTu(t� . ; X)(�M )= 
TTu(t� . ; X); dr�M�+ 12rTTu(t� . ; X)�dr�M 
 dr�M�� �Tu(t� . ; X) ds= 
TTu(t� . ; X)Ah(�M ) dB + b(�M ) ds�� �Tu(t� . ; X) ds+ 12rTTu(t� . ; X)�Ah(�M ) dB 
Ah(�M ) dB�m= 
TTu(t� . ; X); b(�M ) ds�+ 12rTTu(t� . ; X)�A(�M ) dB 
A(�M ) dB�� �Tu(t� . ; X) ds�rTTu(t� . ; X)�Ah(�M ) dB 
 v�M (r̂�MA) dB�+ 12rTTu(t� . ; X)�v�M (r̂�MA) dB 
 v�M (r̂�MA) dB�
wherem= means again equality modulo differentials of local martingales. The sum of
the first three lines of the r.h.s. vanishes by means of Eq. (9.2) sinceTu(t� . ; X)(TX)
is ar-martingale for everyX as above, and therefore the geometric Itô formula forTuTX yields: for allw 2 TxM ,0 = 
TTu(t� . ; x); b(w)�+ 12 trrTTu(t� . ; x)�A(w)
A(w)���Tu(t� . ; x):
The last line of the r.h.s. vanishes sinceTu is linear on the fibers,r is flat on the fibers,
and hencerTTu(w1; w2) = 0 if w1 andw2 are vertical. To prove that the fourth line
of the r.h.s. vanishes, we first remark that (since�M is a diffusion)drTu(t� . ; X)(�M ) m= F ( �;�M ) dt
for some continuous mapF which does not depend on the choice ofA. But the calcu-
lation above givesdrTu(t� . ; X)(�M )m= �rTTu(t� . ; X) rXi=1 �Ahi (�M )
 v�M �r̂�MAi��! dt
where the right hand side is continuous in�M . Consequently,F ( �; w) = �rTTu(t� . ; x) rXi=1 �Ahi (x)
 vw�r̂wAi(x)��!
for all x 2M andw 2 TxM . Now choosingA such that for alli � 1, eitherAi(x) = 0
or r̂Ai(x) = 0, we see thatF ( � ; w) = 0, and as a conclusion, thatTu(t� . ; X)�M is
ar-martingale.
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Proposition 9.1 provides an alternative to the method of filtering out redundant noise,
as discussed in [10]. Recall that the condition on the connection described at the begin-
ning of the section is satisfied ifL = 12Pri=1A2i + A0 and(A;r) satisfies condition
(LJW), up to a rotation of the orthonormal basis inRr . This gives the following result:

Corollary 9.2. Let (A;r) satisfy(LJW) andL = 12 rXi=1 A2i +A0
with A0 = � 12Pri=1rAiAi. Letu : (M;L) ! (N;r) be a smooth harmonic map.
Assume that the connectionsr in M andN are torsion-free.

ThenTu : (M;L)! (T �M 
 TN;r) is harmonic, wherer is the tensor product
of the complete lifts ofr in TN andT �M .

Remark 9.3. Replacing for instanceM byM�Rwith the product connection~rallows
us to differentiate with respect to a parameter. We just haveto verify that(A; ~r) satisfies
(LJW). We conclude that Corollary 9.2 is a generalization toharmonic maps of the fact
that Jacobi fields arer-geodesics.

Proof. SinceA0 = � 12Pri=1rAiAi (which implies that any diffusion with generatorL is ar-martingale), the termb in (9.1) vanishes. As a consequence, the�M satis-
fying Eq. (9.3) is the canonicalr-martingale alongX . By Propositions 5.3 and 5.6
it is sufficient to prove that�N�1Tu(X)�M is a local martingale, where�N is the
horizontalr-martingale alongu(X). But sinceTu(X)�M is ar-martingale by
Proposition 9.1, applying again Proposition 5.3 gives the result.

10. Martingales in the Exterior Tangent Bundle Related toHarmoni Forms
Let (M;r) be a manifold endowed with a connection possibly with torsion. LetE = ^pTM and letr be the complete lift ofr toE, as defined in Section 7. LetL

be the generator of anM -valued diffusion processX solvingdrX = A(X) dB;
whereA 2 �(Rr 
 TM) andB is anRr -valued Brownian motion. In particular,X is
assumed to be ar-martingale. We are interested in the problem inverse to Proposition
9.1 of Section 9. Given a harmonicp-form � onM , we want to find conditions under
which h�; TX^pi is also a local martingale. The following result is a consequence of
[10], Theorem 2.4.2. Again the proof given here relies on Itô’s formula.

Proposition 10.1. Assume that(A;r) satisfies(LJW). Let � be the horizontalr-
martingale inE alongX . Then the generators of� andTX^p coincide on the set ofp-forms onM . In particular, if � is a harmonicp-form onM , i.e., h�;�i is a local
martingale, thenh�; TX^pi is a local martingale.
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Proof. We only need to prove the first assertion. SinceX is a martingale and(A;r)
satisfies (LJW), by Proposition 7.6,TX^p is ar-martingale solution todrTX^p = Ah(TX^p) dB+ v� pXk=1TX1 ^ : : : ^ r̂TXkA(X) dB ^ : : : ^ TXp�:(10.1)

On the other hand,� satisfies dr� = Ah(�) dB:(10.2)

LetLr be the generator of�, and let� be ap-form onM . The It̂o equation forh�;�i
writes d
�;�� = 
d�; dr��+ 12rd� �Ah(�) dB 
Ah(�) dB�(10.3)

whered� is the differential of� considered as a function on̂pTM . Since� is ar-martingale, the drift term in Eq. (10.3) equals12rd� �Ah(�) dB 
Ah(�) dB�.
But by definition of the generator, the drift term is also equal to Lr�(�) dt. As a
consequence, we have for any� 2 ^pTMLr�(�) = 12 trrd� �Ah(�)( �)
Ah(�)( �)� :
On the other hand, by means of Eq. (10.1), sinceTX^p is ar-martingale, we get the
following consequence of the Itô equation forh�; TX^pi:dh�; TX^pim= 12rd� (dTX^p 
 dTX^p)= 12rd� �Ah(TX^p) dB 
Ah(TX^p) dB�+rd��Ah(TX^p) dB 
 v� pXk=1TX1 ^ : : : ^ r̂TXkA(X) dB ^ : : : ^ TXp��+ 12rd���drTX^p�vert 
 �drTX^p�vert� :
Now the first line of the r.h.s. is equal toLr� (TX^p) dt. The third line vanishes since� is linear on the fibers, and finally the second line vanishes since by condition (LJW),
if e 2 (kerAh( �))? thenr̂: A( �)e = 0. We getdh�; TX^pi m= Lr� (TX^p) dt;
and this says thatLr coincides with the generator ofTXp on the set ofp-forms.

Note that Proposition 10.1 generalizes Theorem 5.2 in Malliavin [14] from1-forms
to p-forms.
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